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HIGHLIGHTS
CONTRACT MANUFACTURING
Quickstep signs US$75 million Lockheed Martin C-130J memorandum of agreement (MOA)




MOA covers delivery of 120 C130J carbon fibre wing flap sets for US$75 million, including current
purchase orders
Follows Quickstep’s selection by Lockheed Martin as sole supplier of wing flaps for the C130J Super
Hercules military transport aircraft
New US$9.8 million purchase order received for a further 12 shipsets under the MOA.

Joint Strike Fighter program update
Quickstep’s JSF program is ramping up in line with plan. Of 191 parts delivered since the start of the
program, approximately half have been delivered in the last 6 months.
F-35 program passes 10,000 flight hours milestone

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
Quickstep awarded $1 million Australian government grant



Quickstep awarded $1 million New Air Combat Capability Support Program grant
Finances qualification of the Quickstep Process for manufacturing JSF vertical tail spars

Quickstep Process contract with ORPE Technologiya
$6 million commercial contract with leading satellite launch company progressing
Contract will be delivered over 18 months

Resin Spray Transfer technology commercialisation
•
•

Marketing of demonstration parts continues
Quotes submitted to automotive manufacturers

CORPORATE
Quickstep settles VCAMM debt
Quickstep issues 3,990,372 shares at $0.2126 to VCAMM Limited (the Victorian Centre for Advanced
Materials Manufacturing) as full and final repayment of debts owed.

Firm order book $42 million
Following the second production order for Lockheed Martin C-130J shipsets, Quickstep’s firm order book is
valued at $42 million. The majority of this work is expected to be completed during FY2014 and FY2015.

All resolutions at 2013 AGM carried
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1.0

CONTRACT MANUFACTURING

1.1

QUICKSTEP SIGNS US$75 MILLION LOCKHEED MARTIN C-130J MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

In December 2013, Quickstep signed a memorandum of agreement (MOA) with global security and aerospace
company, Lockheed Martin, under which Quickstep will manufacture and deliver 120 sets of C130J carbon fibre
wing flaps through 2018 at a rate of approximately 24 sets per year. This MOA is subsequent to Quickstep’s March
2012 announcement that the company was awarded the tender to manufacture wing flaps for the C130J Super
Hercules aircraft.
The MOA is an overarching agreement under which Quickstep will supply carbon fibre wing flaps for the C 130J
Super Hercules aircraft. The value of activities under the agreement, which includes previous purchase orders
announced by Quickstep, is US$75 million.
Subsequently, Quickstep has received a new Purchase Order under this MOA for a further 12 shipsets valued at
US$9.8 million. The shipsets are expected to be delivered during the second half of FY2015. This order follows an
initial US$12 million purchase order for 24 shipsets announced in September 2012.
Delivery of the first C-130J shipsets to Lockheed Martin is imminent and currently ahead of schedule.
1.2

JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER PROGRAM UPDATE

Quickstep’s JSF program is ramping up in line with plan. At the end of December 2013, Quickstep had delivered
191 parts since the beginning of the program, doubling the number of delivered parts over the last 6 months. Over
the life of the JSF program, Quickstep will manufacture 21 different parts for the JSF program at its Bankstown
Airport facility. At peak production rates, the company is expected to generate JSF revenue of approximately $40
million per annum.
Significant JSF news was announced by the Dutch Parliament and Lockheed Martin. During November 2013, The
Dutch Parliament agreed to purchase the F-35 as the replacement fighter for its current RNLAF F-16. The F-35 will
become the new fighter aircraft for the Dutch armed forces.
The F-35 Lightning II program continues to mature operationally and passed the 10,000 flight hours milestone in
September 2013. More than half of the total hours were accumulated in just the preceding 11 months.
1.3

TENDERS

Quickstep is continuing to submit a number of commercial-in-confidence tenders to aerospace and defence
companies regarding potential new contracts.
2.0

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

2.1

QUICKSTEP AWARDED $1 MILLION AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT GRANT TO FUND
QUALIFICATION OF QUICKSTEP PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING JSF SPARS

The Department of Defence’s New Air Combat Capability Support Program awarded Quickstep a $1 million grant in
December 2013. The grant will finance qualification of the Quickstep Process for manufacturing F-35 Lightning II
JSF vertical tail spars which provide stabilisation for aircraft in flight.
Over the life of the JSF program, Quickstep will contribute to more than 700 JSF shipsets of tails over the next
twenty years. Compared to spars made using autoclave systems, Quickstep’s patented liquid-based process offers
a faster, more cost-effective way to manufacture parts in series. The grant will fund Quickstep’s work over three
years with the JSF’s New Air Combat Capability, BAE Systems and Lockheed Martin Aerospace to develop the
case for changing the JSF’s spar-making technology from the autoclave to the Quickstep Process, produce
demonstration parts including a first part qualification spar, qualify Quickstep’s Bankstown Airport facilities to use
the production method for JSF spars, and establish the path for production.
The Quickstep Process involves surrounding raw carbon-fibre and resin with heated liquids which transfer heat 25
times faster than traditional autoclave (or ‘oven-heated’) methods, enabling composite components to be cured
more efficiently and at a much lower cost.

2.2

QUICKSTEP PROCESS CONTRACT WITH ORPE TECHNOLOGIYA

The company has continued to progress its $6 million contract, signed in July 2013, to supply ORPE Technologiya
with Quickstep Process technology. ORPE will use Quickstep’s technology to produce large carbon fibre shielding
for satellites during launches. This will confirm the technology’s use for manufacturing large carbon-fibre skins and
opens the aerospace navigation, telecommunications and weather satellite markets for Quickstep.
The contract will be delivered over 18 months and will involve Quickstep’s global organisation.
2.3

RST TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALISATION

During the quarter Quickstep continued marketing parts using its patented resin spray transfer (“RST”) technology
to the automotive industry. The marketing program is continuing and Quickstep has provided quotes to automotive
manufacturers. Quickstep’s RST is the first commercially available technology for carbon-fibre surfaces to provide
top quality paint finish and keep quality over time. The RST technology is unique in meeting the three most
important automotive manufacturing objectives for carbon-fibre composites: allowing strong vehicle parts to be
produced at high speed, low cost and with a “spectacular” finish.
3.0

CORPORATE

3.1

QUICKSTEP SETTLES VCAMM DEBT

In December 2013 the company issued 3,990,372 Quickstep shares at $0.2126 to VCAMM Limited (the Victorian
Centre for Advanced Materials Manufacturing) as full and final repayment of long-term debts owed. The company
now has issued capital of 395,912,480 shares.
3.2

CASH POSITION

At the end of the quarter, the consolidated group cash balance was $7.1 million. This excludes an additional $4.1
million held in investments to be held to maturity.

3.3

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The company held its Annual General Meeting on 21 November 2013. All eight ordinary resolutions and one
special resolution were passed by an overwhelming majority of votes.

3.4

FIRM ORDER BOOK

Following the second production order for Lockheed Martin C-130J shipsets, Quickstep’s firm order book is valued
at $42 million. The majority of this work is expected to be completed during FY2014 and FY2015.
4.0

OUTLOOK

The company expects to become cash flow positive during FY2015. In addition, Quickstep’s near-term goals are:
1.

Contract manufacturing
Ramping up the production for the Joint Strike Fighter program
Deliver the first C-130J parts and ramp up production to two ship-sets of wing flaps per month
Pursuing additional manufacturing contracts in the aerospace and defence sector

2.

Technology development
Progressing commercialisation of the RST technology for the automotive industry
Further progression of development work to incorporate the Quickstep Process within JSF
manufacturing
Delivery of the ORPE Technologiya contract.
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